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Rock Hard Or Go Home
Iron Weasel

Tabbed by NAOR

Chorus

Em              C
Rock hard or go home
G               D
Rock hard or go home
Em                       C
Time to choose if you re gonna win or lose
G                      D
Better rock hard or go home
Em              C
Rock hard or go home
G               D
Rock hard or go home
Em                       C
Time to choose if you re gonna win or lose
G                      D
Better rock hard or go home

Verse
Em                     C                        
The road to victory is always rough
G                     D
Gotta keep going when going gets tough
Em                   C
Watch out now cuz we came to play
G                            D
Get out of our face, now get out of our way
Em                     C
More pumped than we ve ever been
G                    G
Never give up, no we never give in

Chorus

Rock hard or go home
Rock hard or go home
Time to choose if you re gonna win or lose
Better rock hard or go home

verse 2(same chords as verse 1)

We feel the rush and we fell the pain



Nothing s gonna stop us like a runaway train
We ll never break, no we ll never bend
Gonna keep fighting until the end
More pumped than we ve ever been
Never give up, no we never give in

chorus

Rock hard or go home
Rock hard or go home
Time to choose if you re gonna win or lose
Better rock hard or go home

Bridge
Em               C      G                      D
Blood, sweat and tears, you face down all your fears
Em                  C    G                         D
You give it all you got, then you give it one more shot
Em                      C
Feel the sweat dripping down your fave
G                    D
This is your time to take your place

Chorus

Rock hard or go home
Rock hard or go home
Time to choose if you re gonna win or lose
Better rock hard or go home

Rock hard or go home
Rock hard or go home
Time to choose if you re gonna win or lose
Better rock hard or go home


